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Abstract. A new approach is proposed to achieve provably stable locomotion
control for a bipedal walking robot. This approach applies nonlinear switching
control theory in the locomotion control system so as to ensure bipedal gait stability
in the stable limit cycle sense. The switching surface is determined by means of the
orbital contraction tuning technique and Zero-Moment-Point (ZMP) computation.
Both postural and gait stability are analyzed in the paper.

One implementation of this switching control technique is proposed and verified
by computer simulation. Simulation results are reported and discussed in the paper.

1 Introduction

Whether it is rigorously proven or merely observed, stability is a critical requirement in
the control of bipedal walking [1,4]. But unlike conventional control system stability, a
walking robot’s stability is not a question of tracking desired trajectories [14]. To
realize walking, a biped should not fall down and should walk at a steady pace. In other
words, its posture (roll, pitch, yaw, height) should be bounded within some range of
nominal values, and its gait should converge to a periodic orbit. We denote these two
ideas as Postural Stability, and Gait Stability.
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Figure 1: Description of relationship between gait stability and
postural stability of a walking robot.



Figure 1 shows the relationship of gait stability and postural stability. Note that a
robot may have postural stability, and not have gait stability – for example its leg
motion might be aperiodic or even chaotic [17] - but not the other way around. Ideal
walking requires both gait stability and postural stability.

Many researchers have previously studied postural stability. Recently, Zero Moment
Point (ZMP) has become a common criterion for achieving postural stability, as with
the Honda humanoid robots [2] and the WABIAN robots [3] etc.

Gait stability has been much less studied. A few researchers have addressed this
topic in passive walking [7,9] and running [17], and some neural models [5,6]. McGeer
(1990), a pioneer in passive bipedal walking [9], demonstrated that the a passive walker
can attain a stable periodic motion, and he analyzed this behavior with a linearized
mathematical model. Recently, Goswami et al (1996) studied the periodic behavior of a
passive compass gait of a biped [7]. With neural oscillators one can generate a
nonlinear limit cycle process to accomplish bipedal walking [5]. Taga (1995) addressed
this in his neural oscillator driven humanoid-legged locomotion control [6].

But the majority of studies on gait control have focused on gait modification and
implementation for different terrain [2] instead of stability. Despite this lack of work,
gait stability is crucial for locomotion. Without gait stability, the leg motion and forces
available to the robot to maintain postural stability become unpredictable, and postural
control may fail despite a good postural control method.

In his study of stability, Vukobratovic proposed a repeatability condition [1], which
is required for the stability of a periodic gait. In this paper, an active locomotion control
approach is proposed by means of nonlinear switching control schemes that meet this
condition. It can be used to achieve postural stability and gait stability. In this approach,
we used different controllers for the double support and single support phases. The
ZMP computation and an orbital contraction tuning technique are used to choose the
state-dependent switching surfaces. Nonlinear control theory is then used to prove gait
stability.

The second section of this paper addresses the overall system structure of our
control system. The stability of this method is discussed in section 3. Section 4
introduces the switching control. In section 5, gait stability is analyzed by means of
nonlinear contraction theory. Simulation results are reported at the end of the paper.

2 Overall Control System Structure

2.1 Overall Control of System Structure

Figure 2a shows the overall control system. There are five main components: a state
machine, ZMP computation module, state observer, control sub-systems and a
switching control module. The control sub-systems are provided for different walking
phases (single support, double support). The transition from one controller to another
controller during walking is determined by the switching control module, which is
based on the state machine, the real time ZMP computation module and orbital gait
contraction tuning.

The structural dynamics of a bipedal robot change with the different phases of a
walking cycle. The dynamics are different between single support states (left single
support, right single support) and double support states. Consequently, the
corresponding controllers should change with respect to the states. A complete walking



cycle can be broken down into five states, left single support I, left single support II,
double support, right single support I, and right single support II.

We design control sub-systems for each state, and then switch them from one sub-
system to another by observing the overall system state variables [4,10]. In our control
system (Figure 2a), the switching control is on top of control sub-systems and
supervises the control sub-systems. Figure 2b describes a state machine for five
walking states and their transitions.

Single support I is the walking phase during which the swing leg leaves the ground
and starts swinging forward until the swing leg passes over ankle point of the stance
leg.

Single support II state specifies the rest of swing phase when the swing leg swings
from the ankle position of the stance leg until it strikes the ground.
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Figure 2a: System structure of the switching control
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Figure 2b:  Diagram of state machine.



2.2 Dynamics Models and Control Sub-systems

Approximate dynamics models are used in our controller design of each sub-system.
We assume that the dynamics in the sagittal plane and forward plane are weakly
coupled, and hence the controller design can be done separately for 3-dimensional
bipeds [14].
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Figure 3-1: Diagram for the bipedal dynamics models in sagittal plane:

(a) double support, (b) single support.
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Figure 3-2: Diagram for dynamics models in lateral plane: (a) double

support, (b) single support.

In double support (see Figure 3-1(a) and Figure 3-2(a)), the structural dynamics are
stable and controllable within the range of dynamic constraints. The redundant degrees
of freedom in the double support state provide us more room for control. We can
control the robot trajectories by conventional control techniques [11], or we can use a
virtual model control approach [10] in dealing with the structural redundancy.

In the single support state (see Figure 3-1(b) and Figure 3-2(b)), the dynamics are
unstable. The stance leg cannot be controlled completely, but it can be treated as a
double inverted pendulum rotating with respect to the ankle joint of the stance leg. The
swing leg is controllable as a regular pendulum. The control approaches developed for
manipulators can be applied.

Generally, the dynamics for a biped can be formulated as

 uGNM =++ )(),()( θθθθθθ &&&&       (1)



where )(θM is the inertia matrix, ),( θθ &N  is a matrix with the Coriolis and centrifugal
coefficients, )(θG is a vector of gravitational torques, θ  is the state variable, and u  is

the torque commands.
The above formula holds for the dynamics in the single support phase of both the

sagittal plane and frontal plane except that the matrices are different. Based on the
above formula, the characteristics of the sub-systems can be analyzed. With further
manipulations of the dynamics, nonlinear feedback control and linearization based
control theories can be applied [12,13].

3 Stability

Postural stability can be specified in terms of an index like body pitch angle, roll angle
and height. Figure 4 shows the postural stability with a height index. The ZMP criterion
is usually utilized for monitoring postural stability [1,3], and it can also be used to
specify the stability boundary.

Figure 4: Postural stability with height index.
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Figure 5: A description of approximate cyclic motions, which are confined a very
narrow region. When the volume of the region shrinks to zero, a perfect
limit cycle is achieved.



Gait stability requires a globally stable cyclic motion of the robot. That is, the global
motion should be periodic. From Vukobratovic’s definition [1], this implies that all the
states and velocities should be repeated with a constant period and stride length. In this
study, we create a global index variable that abstracts the state of the legs, and enforce
stability on this variable and its derivative to satisfy the repeatability condition. In the
phase plane presentation, the behavior of a biped joint should be confined within a
certain range of orbit (Figure 5).

4 Switching Control

From human and bipedal animals’ walking, we observe that combining double support
phases (controllable and stable dynamics) and single support phases (uncontrollable and
unstable dynamics) can yield stable periodic bipedal walking. In this section we will
show how a suitable switching control technique can combine stable double support
and unstable single support subsystems to produce stable periodic motion, even at high
speeds where the double support phase becomes very short.

4.1 Characteristics of steady gaits in phase plane

As shown in Figure 6, φ  is the global index variable we create. It refers to the angular
position of a leg measured from the line connecting the ankle and the hip of the leg to a
vertical axis. There are two global variables, lφ and rφ , for the left leg and right leg

respectively. Given that the bipedal robot has symmetric structure, we assume that the
dynamics for the global variables lφ and rφ are also symmetric.

With this global variable φ , the characteristic of steady gait behavior can be viewed
in the phase plane clearly. In Figure 7, a phase portrait of one complete walking cycle
(for one leg) is shown. Since the two legs of a biped are symmetric, this phase portrait
describes the motion of each leg. In the phase plane, we only refer to the global variable
for the left leg. As shown in Figure 7, there are only four phases defined in a walking
cycle: double support with the left leg leading, single support with the left leg
supporting, double support with the left leg behind and single support with the left leg
swinging.

The switching control model decides the switching points in the phase plane, it ,

4,3,2,1,0=i . At −
4t , the leg strikes on the ground, then the angular velocity jumps from

−
4t  to +

4t  ( += 40 tt ). In Figure 7, at time 0t , 2t , when the swing leg strikes the ground,

the control mode switching is immediately enforced. The switching points 1t and 3t
can be appropriately selected by the switching control schemes (described in the
following section). Two different types of switching control are used in this study: ZMP
computation based switching and contraction theory based switching.
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Figure 6: Diagram describing the global variable φ  defined with respect
to the right leg (dark shading).
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Figure 7: Switching control in phase plane of global variable φ . There are

four switching points in this phase portrait: 0t , 1t , 2t  and 3t ,

where 4t = 0t .

4.2 ZMP Computation based switching control

4.2.1 ZMP computation

We now discuss the ZMP computation in 3-D for the 7-link biped model in Figure 8.
By applying D’Alembert’s Principle, the equation of motion at a fixed point P, which is
defined as a ZMP, is formulated as
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where im is the mass of the ith link;  ],,[ iiii zyxr =
ρ

 is the position vector of the ith

link at its COM;  ],,[ ppp zyxp =
ρ

 is the position vector of point P;

],,[ zyx gggg =
ρ

 is the gravitation acceleration; ],0,0[],,[ ∗== zyxm TTTT  is the

total torque computed at point P; giH&  is the angular momentum about the COM of the

ith link. Then from equation (2), we can determine the ZMP location on the ground
point P:
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Figure 8: Diagram for ZMP computation. Point P is the ZMP of a 7 link biped.

4.2.2 ZMP based switching control

When the ZMP is within the region shown in Figure 9, the biped is stable in double
support, which means that postural stability is achieved. If the robot starts to fall down
in double support, it is very difficult to recover the stability in the following single
support phase since the dynamics in the single support phase are unstable and
uncontrollable; and the failure of postural stability in the previous double support phase
will also affect the global gait stability. In this case, switching control becomes very
important. With an uncontrollable single support phase and a fully controllable double
support phase alternatively switched on, we can achieve a stable walking gait.
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Figure 9: Diagram for local postural stability. The outside polygon specifies the
ZMP stability region in double support phase. The two trapezoids (at the
heel of right foot and at the toe of the left foot) are switching zones.

To guarantee stability in the double support phase, the ZMP has to stay in the
polygon area (Figure 9). Whenever the ZMP approaches the boundary line of the
polygon area, the switching action is forced. Switching is also allowed while the ZMP
is in the polygon area for the purpose of gait stability.

4.3 Switching control with contraction tuning

Gait stability can be reached by appropriately switching between single support phases
and double support phases. The switching point can be adjusted in the boundary area
(Figure 9) in order to balance the kinetic energy and the potential energy in the single
support phase. The goal is to enforce the repeatability condition (gait stability), while
the constant stride length (step length) is guaranteed by means of controlling the swing
leg. The repeatability condition with symmetry is expressed as:

)()( 00 Ttxtx rl +=
ρρ

                   (5)

)()( 00 Ttxtx lr +=
ρρ

                    (6)

)()( 00 Ttxtx rl += &ρ&ρ                     (7)

)()( 00 Ttxtx lr += &ρ&ρ                     (8)

where 0t is the previous touch down time instant of a foot, T is the period of one step,
and lxρ , rxρ  are the state variables for the left leg and right leg respectively.

Khalil’s definition of orbital stability [8] is used in this section. We consider a
general continuous nonlinear system, ),( txfx &&= . One can analyze the system

trajectory in the vector space of x . The phase trajectory L of this system is orbitally

stable if, given 0>ε , there is 0>δ  such that, if 'R  is a representative point (on

another trajectory 'L ), which is within a distance δ  of L  at time 0t , then 'R remains

within a distanceε of L  for 0tt > . If no such δ  exists, L  is orbitally unstable.

Analogous to the asymptotic system stability of the conventional control system theory,
we may say that if the trajectory L  is orbitally stable and, in addition, the distance



between 'R and L  tends to zero as time goes to infinity, the trajectory L  is
asymptotically orbitally stable.
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Figure 10: An illustration of contraction in AB .

For a walking cycle of a biped (Figure 5), we consider a piece of dynamic orbit AB

in the thk  cycle between positions Aφ  and Bφ . In the phase plane, let
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If the following inequality is satisfied,
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where 10 << c , then the orbit session AB  is called in contraction. For the entire orbit,
we can similarly prove the volume contraction one session after another.

There are a few ways to achieve the above contraction behavior in a dynamic
system. One way is to adjust the boundary condition of the system; the other is to
change the system’s dynamic structure. In this paper, we choose to use the former
method.

4.4 Robustness with switching based locomotion control

With the above approach, the local postural stability under disturbances can also be
achieved in double support phase [4,10]. The vertical (Z) and pitch (θ ) disturbances
can be rejected with the control sub-systems in either the double support or single
support phases. But the disturbances in the forward (X) direction cannot be taken care
of with the control sub-systems [4]. However, the switching control can maintain local
postural stability:
a) When disturbances are exerted along the X axis in the double support, they can be

rejected in the current double support phase if the double support phase is long
enough. Otherwise, the switching control will take care of them by executing an
advanced or a delayed switching point. If the disturbances are very big in double
support, the switching control will command a foot to step forward or backward.



b) When disturbances are exerted in X  axis in single support phase, the controller in the
next double support phase and the contraction tuning based switching control can
stabilize it.

5 Gait Stability with Switching Control

If the behaviors of the global variables approach limit cycles, then we induce that the
behaviors of any joint variables are confined in the neighborhood of limit cycles. In our
gait stability analysis, lateral control stability is assumed for a simplified illustration,
and all the analysis is carried out in the sagittal plane.

We associate the periodic gait of an actuated bipedal robot to a limit cycle behavior
of the piece-wise continuous non-linear system represented by the dynamics in single
support and double support. With the help of a phase portrait of a global variable, the
existence of a limit cycle and its convergence, i.e. gait stability can be proved. The key
point is to prove the contraction of the phase space volume as the system evolves in
time. Noting that our robot has a phase space volume conserving Hamiltonian dynamics
during the single support, we naturally search for the cause of the existence of limit
cycle.

5.1 Contraction in switching control

In biped walking control, using the switching control as proposed in this paper, one
active switching point is between a double support phase and a single support phase.
Figure 11 shows a limit cycle of the bipedal walking robot. The shaded area indicates
the contraction area or contraction volume. Because the dynamics in the double support
phases and the dynamics of a swing leg in the single support phases are well controlled,
in order for the phase trajectory to converge to a limit cycle, contraction tuning is
required for the dynamics of a stance leg in single support.
Consider session 21 tt −  in cycle (k+1)  in Figure 7.  Let

)()()( 11111 ttt kkk φφφ &&& −=∆ ++                  (12)

The switching surface adjustment is defined as

0)()()( 111111 =∆⋅−∆= +++ tttS kkK φλφ &                    (13)

where 0>λ .

The switching control at 1t  is:

)()( 1111 tt kk ++ ∆⋅=∆ φλφ &        (14)

)()()( 11111 ttt kkk ++ ∆⋅+= φλφφ &      (15)

Assuming that angular position and velocity variations in the knee and hip joints of
stance leg can be ignored during this period of time, the contraction property in time
interval 21 tt −  can be proved as below.
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Figure 11: Contraction tuning by switching control. The shaded area represents
the contraction volume.

The increment of kinetic energy at 1t , 2t , and the increment of potential energy at 1t
can formulated as follows respectively,
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where m is the lumped mass of the biped, and l is the length from the COM of the biped
body to the ankle joint of the stance leg.

Since the dynamic model of the stance leg can be approximately considered as an
inverted pendulum, the dynamics of the biped are Hamiltonian in 21 tt − . Then,

)()()( 211 tEtPtE ∆=∆+∆     (19)

where 0)( 2 =∆ tP  because the swing leg control ensures the same posture when

striking the ground. From equations (15-19), we can derive

|)()(||)()(| 1111221 ttctt kkkk φφφφ &&&& −≤− ++ ,        (20)

where 10 1 << c .



From the above inequality (20), the contraction property in session 21 tt −  is

proved. When the motion of the knee joint and hip joint of the stance leg cannot be
ignored, the proof of contraction property, i.e. equation (20), can be done by means of a
more complex dynamic model [15], which will be addressed in detail in a future paper.

With Figure 12, we can illustrate the above control effect more clearly. The
dynamics of the robot in Figure 12 are Hamiltonian. By means of the above control
(adjusting the switching angle), the kinetic energy will be balanced. Therefore, the
phase trajectory will converge to the balanced energy state, i.e. 0)( 2 =∆ tE , where the
limit cycle appears. Hence the phase trajectory will converge to the limit cycle session

),( 21 ttL eventually by a series of switching control actions.
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Figure 12: Dynamic model of the stance leg in the single support phase,
where m is the mass and l is the length of the equivalent
inverted pendulum.

Now we can prove the contraction property in session 10 tt − . Assume that virtual

model control [10] is applied in the double support phase with the corresponding joint
torques computed from the Jacobian (we can also prove the contraction property
similarly if tracking control is used instead of virtual model control in this session).
Then we have the following simplified lumped parameter dynamic model,

)( vvkvm dp −=&        (21)

where v represents the forward velocity of the biped, dv  is the desired forward

velocity, and pk  is the control gain in the virtual space. Then the final velocity at the

end of double support phase is,
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where 01 tt −=τ  is the time interval for the double support phase.



Applying the above equation to cycle k  and k+1 , and plugging the geometric relation

between v and φ& in (21), we can derive

|)()(||)()(| 0012111 ttctt kkkk φφφφ &&&& −≤− ++ ,      (23)

where 10 2 << c .
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Figure 13: A diagram of contraction tuning.

Combining equation (20) and (23), we prove the contraction property in the session

20 tt −  (see Figure 13). We can prove the contraction for session 32 tt −  (a double

support phase) the same way as we did with session 10 tt − . For session 43 tt −  (a swing

phase), trajectory control is used, and contraction is realized by tracking controllers.
Therefore, the contraction is guaranteed for sessions 20 tt −  and 42 tt − with the

switching control and control sub-systems. The orbit of the global variable will
approach the limit cycle. Hence the global gait stability is achieved. This proof can also
be reformulated in the standard δε −  argument in a mathematically rigorous form (as
introduced in section 4.3).

6 Simulations and Discussion

We applied the switching control approach to a simulated 7-link planar bipedal walking
robot (Spring Flamingo, a planar biped built by Jerry Pratt, MIT Leg Lab.; see Figure
14). The robot has a height of 1.2 meters, leg length 0.8 meters, foot length 0.18 meters,
and body weight 13.5 kg. There are six joint actuators for the hip, knee and ankle in each
leg. In our simulation, several control sub-systems have been designed for single support
phases and double support phases. The proposed switching control was implemented and
achieved stable locomotion for the planar bipedal walking robot.

Figures 15-17 below show the results from a six-second simulation. The simulation
results show that the limit cycle was achieved very quickly. Hence a stable gait is also
realized. Figure 15 shows the phase portrait of the global variable of the left leg. We
observe that the walking gait converged to a limit cycle quickly. Figure 16 shows the
phase portraits of hip, knee and ankle joints of the left leg. The behaviors of the right leg
are similar. Figure 17 shows the data profile of joint angular positions and velocities of
the left leg during the simulation of bipedal walking. A stick diagram (in Figure 18)
shows that both the postural stability and gait stability are well maintained.



In the above switching control approach, bipedal gait stability is measured be means
of two global gait variables. If the limit cycle of those global variables is reached, a
periodic walking gait is realized for a bipedal walking robot. Provided that a proper
height is well maintained during walking, constant step length will be assured. In
practice, gait stability is measured mostly by step length and time duration of a step, i.e.
the step period [1]. The measurement (or the index for gait stability) used in this study
gives stronger conditions for gait stability.

7 Conclusion

A nonlinear switching control approach was presented that achieved stable bipedal
locomotion of a biped.  With this control technique, one can obtain gait stability and
postural stability. Gait stability was proved using nonlinear system theory.

Simulation results have shown the effectiveness of this switching control approach.
The simulated planar bipedal walking robot achieved postural stability and gait stability.

This switching control approach can be applied to a 3-D humanoid walking robot.
Currently, we are working on the control of a 3-D humanoid walking robot (called
“M2”) with a similar switching scheme.

              

(a)           (b)

Figure 14: Bipedal walking robot, Spring Flamingo (courtesy of Jerry Pratt).
There are no arms, no vision system in this robot. (a) picture of
the robot; (b) picture of the simulated robot.



Figure 15: Simulation results of a planar biped robot. A phase plane diagram
of global variable φ  (left leg) is shown. The dark line represents
the limit cycle of the global variable.

Figure 16: Phase plane portraits of hip, knee, and ankle joints of the left leg
in the simulation.



  Figure 17: Simulation data profile of left leg joints. The responses in the left column
(q.lh, q.lk, and q.la) are angular positions of hip, knee and ankle joints
respectively. The responses in the right column (qd.lh, qd.lk and qd.la)
are the angular velocities of hip, knee and ankle joints correspondingly.
The periodic property is shown in the responses.

Figure 18: Stick diagram of bipedal walking. Solid lines are stick plots of
 the left leg and dashed lines are the stick plots of the right leg.
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